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Editorial
On February 23 ACAL Board undertook
its first visit to the new Minister of Economy and Trade, H.E. Raed Khoury. The
main purpose of the visit was to congratulate his Excellency for his appointment
and to request his support on the agenda
which was discussed with the President
by interim of the Insurance Control
Commission Mrs. Nadine Habbal. His
Excellency expressed his thanks and
confirmed his backing to the insurance
industry which he considers as one of
the most important pillar of the financial
market.
The first item under discussion with the
minister was the consolidation of our
industry. Mergers & Acquisitions constitute a priority for the sector because
long-existing competitive pressures on
member companies in local and regional
markets have in recent years been exacerbated by the harsh conditions in the
national economic cycle. The necessary
consolidation would in our view, be helped greatly, if the central bank, Banque
du Liban, engineers merger incentives in
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form of soft loans. Minister Khoury was
very receptive to the argument that sector consolidation deserves his help.
Third-party liability covers for material
damages in motor insurance was another theme since the 2012 traffic law was
published in the Official Gazette. ACAL
member companies, the National Bureau
for Compulsory Insurance and the regulator at the Insurance Control Commission (ICC) have been searching for the
best mode of implementing the TPL coverage under the law.
It further was discussed that pricing for
the material damage policies has been
coordinated with the ICC and that World
Bank experts are set to visit Beirut under
a Memorandum of Understanding with
the Ministry of Economy and Trade
MoET, this spring to assist with the
structuring of motor insurance. Both the
tariffs and commissions paid should be
discussed with the world bank experts
that will be reviewed annually. A special focus of the consultations should
be a system, sometimes referred to as
‘baremization’, under which a scale of
indemnities for bodily injuries should
help courts for awards to accident victims. Another issue was also discussed,
the Motor Car Recovery Center MCRC
which will be managed by ACAL to
help motor recoveries between insurance
companies. This will come in addition
to the Motor Risk Center « Centrale de
Risques» which is now fully operational.
The third point on our agenda with Minister Khoury was the discussion of needed
measures for the operational regulation
and supervision of insurance companies

and intermediaries. We are satisfied to
see that in this regard the MoET and ICC
aim for clarity, improved governance,
and implementation of practical decrees
that can be effected without necessarily
being preceded by a parliamentary vote
on a new insurance law.
Mutuals selling insurance was also a topic of discussion. ACAL considers that
Insurance is a technical professional business that needs to be controlled by the
ICC. After all there are no Mutuals in the
world which have not become insurance
companies without any tax incentives.
Finally ACAL discussed the «Oil & Gas»
insurance pool that will be established
and managed by the association to cover
this new industry. The intervention of
The Ministry of Economy with the Ministry of Energy and Water is essential.
We understood that some amendments
on the insurance law are under consideration for which the Board expressed his
wish to be consulted in time. These will
include licensing, best practice, capital
requirements on risk base approach with
a sufficient grace period for implementation.
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Business Interruption
Insurance
As part of its continuing training
activities, ACAL, in collaboration
with insurance consulting firm LEBA
Group, organized a workshop titled
“Introduction to Business Interruption Insurance (BII)” on March 7 and
8, 2017.
The purpose of the workshop was
mainly to explain the concept of
Business Interruption Insurance,
its importance to the survival of the

business after a loss and its main features. Considering the complexity of
the contract wording, the workshop
also focused on explaining the BII
terminology, the operation of various
formulas and the limitations on cover.
The main issues and challenges of the
wording and the means to overcome
them were also highlighted.
Attendees further learned how to
calculate the gross profit of an insured
business through analysis of the company’s financial statements, how to
set the indemnity period and the basic
steps involved in reaching a claim
settlement. The transfer of knowledge
to attendees was supported by practical activities and exercises as well as
real-life claims examples.
The workshop comprised two halfday sessions and concluded with an
explanation of a selection of common clauses and a brief overview of
the Contingent Business Interruption
extension. It was held at ACAL premises and presented by Ms. Liliane
Baaklini, ACII, managing director
of LEBA Group. It was attended by
a number of professionals from different insurance companies and brokerage firms.
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Fire Loss Prevention
A seminar on fire loss prevention
was prepared and conducted last
February by insurance expert and
consultant Mr. Joseph Haddad at the
ACAL premises. The seminar addressed several important topics and
concerns prevailing in certain manufacturing and warehousing facilities
in Lebanon.
Among the topics addressed is the
lack of fire statistics related to the
manufacturing and warehousing industries, and the utmost need for a
proper database to be established and
be made available to the insurance
industry as well as to the concerned
industries for lessons-learned. The assistance and cooperation of the local
Civil Defense department in this respect is of paramount importance since
this department gathers and stores all
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of the information from its investigation of each fire loss.
Furthermore, the lack of awareness
about international fire safety codes
and standards is observed in many
of those facilities. The use of passive
and active fire protection systems are
important in mitigating the extent of
a fire damage, and hence could save
the concerned industries millions of
dollars in losses annually, thus reducing cost burdens on both insurance
providers and insured parties.
The use of residential building basements for warehousing purposes
represents a high risk to the building
occupants and to the building structure itself as well as to neighboring
residents and properties. Therefore,
alternative purpose-built structures
outside the residential neighborhoods
are needed.
Unfortunately, risk management is
perceived by many industry professionals as an additional cost burden to
their budget rather than a long-term
investment for ensuring business
continuation. In view of the absence
of official safety regulations and
norms in the workplace, put forward
and enforced by the local authorities,
an awareness campaign on the subject
of risk management would be highly
recommended for those industries.
The insurance industry represented
by ACAL in joint venture with the Lebanese Insurance Brokers Syndicate
[LIBS] are called upon to spearhead
this campaign.

ACAL’s new website
The Association has begun the year with the launch of our revised website. The association and its IT team adopted a smooth and intuitive design
that has the flair of a contemporary website and convincingly replaces the
previous design that had served us well for more than 17 years.
With the adoption and implementation of the new design, our team also
expanded and updated the information content. The lists of member companies, ACAL Board members and Technical Committees are now as concise
and easy to view as they can be.
A section for trainings and events provides short information on meetings
that ACAL is organizing on the industry level and on our upcoming educational offerings for employees of qualifying companies. Also expanded, the
Publications section provides easy downloads of our guide books, annual
reports, quarterly reports and Assure newsletters of the past few years.
The association’s team invites you to visit and peruse the website for
your planning needs and, if you are an ACAL member company, also for
uploading of your vacancies and career opportunities. The new ACAL
website can be found at the same webmail address as before:
http://www.acal.org.lb.
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Event sponsored by

ACAL and GAIF are progressing on schedule in organizing the first fully comprehensive conference on digitalization in insurance on regional scale in the Middle East.
What we are confident will be the most important two-day
conference for insurers this year will start on may 3 at the
four Seasons Hotel in Beirut.
Based on the highly successful GAIF general conference
that convened last year, also in Beirut, the upcoming event
will tackle the whole range of issues that arise for insurers
and insurance-related professionals from unstoppable rise
of digitalization in business and life. Distribution channels, business models, contract wordings and standards for
ciber-insurance contracts, cyber risks and their management, privacy legislation, data protection and fight against
cybercrime are the topics on our agenda.
The digitalization conference has lined up speakers from
highly reputed international insurance and reinsurance
organizations that are leaders in the development and
implementation of cyber-insurance along with leaders in
entrepreneurship, experts from global and local Information and Communication Technology companies and cybercrime specialists. Represented by speakers are reinsurance and insurance companies Munich Re and Swiss Re,
Allianz SNA and AIG, global ICT firm Microsoft, French
entrepreneurship team «The Family» and the Lebanon
team of multinational cybersecurity sprcialist firm GlobalSign, among others.
As ACAL and GAIF are counting down to this important
event, seats in the conference are filling up with registered
participants from around the region and international markets. For latest information on the conference program and
for registration, convenient access is provided under the
Trainings and Events tab on the acal.org.lb website. The
conference will conveve on May 3 and 4 under the special
auspices of the Lebanese Minister of Economy and Trade,
H. E. Raed Khoury.

May 3 & 4, 2017
Four Seasons Hotel - Beirut
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ACAL
4th Quarter 2016 Report
Data of the fourth quarter in 2016 provided broad reassurance of the stability that was indicated by performance
figures throughout the past year. In year-on-year comparisons, total gross written premiums grew 3 percent to
$1.56 billion; total indemnities paid increased 7 percent
to $880.8 million and total net investment income grew 15
percent to $136.9 million by December 31, 2016.
The largest slice in the total premiums pie was generated by life insurance. Life premiums amounted to $483.1
million, representing 30.9 percent of total premiums
and year-to-date growth of 4 percent, slightly above the
growth rates of the motor and medical business lines. The
two volume lines in general insurance also showed overall
growth in the 3-4 percent range, but with greater upside
in the compulsory business than in the non-compulsory
premiums for motor insurance and higher percentage wise
growth in expat premiums than in other premiums in medical insurance.
Medical insurance, which had edged into the position of
the largest business line in the first three quarters of 2016,
ended the year as number two in terms of market share
with 29.1 percent. Premiums at end of December stood
at $454.8 million. Motor insurance accounted for $360.8
million in premiums by end of December. Its market share
reached 23.1 percent, an improvement of 60 basis points
when compared with the end of Q3, 2016.
On the side of paid-out claims, medical insurance accounted for 38.2 percent, or $336.1 million. Owing to a
medical claims expansion rate of 8 percent for the year to
date in conjunction with a 3 percent contraction in paidout claims and settlements in life insurance to $238.7 million over the same period, the gap between medical and
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life claims widened from about ten percentage points at
the end of the third quarter to 11.2 percentage points at
the end of the fourth. Motor claims, amounting to $199.8
million in 2016, represented 22.7 percent of total claims at
a claims growth rate of 10 percent for this business line.
In combination, the three top business lines – life, medical and motor – accounted for 83.1 percent of premiums
and 87.9 percent of claims by the end of the fourth quarter. The single other notable business line in terms of premiums, fire insurance, experienced a slight contraction (-1
percent) in total premiums to $108.5 million for the year to
date at the end of the fourth quarter. The rate of contraction
in fire premiums moderated from 3 percent by the ends
of Q2 and Q3, 2016. Year-to-date claims in fire insurance
rose 19 percent to $32.1 million, placing fire business at a
market share of 6.9 percent of premiums and 3.6 percent
of claims.
The workmen’s compensation, public liability and ‘other’
insurance lines showed no or minor growth in premiums;
in the ‘other’ business the minor growth was juxtaposed
with a spike in claims during the fourth quarter of 2016,
which was driven mostly by a jump in credit insurance
claims to over $10 million – compared to credit insurance
claims volumes of less than $1 million in the seven previous quarters of 2015 and 16. In year-on-year comparison, engineering and cargo insurance recorded double-digit falls in premiums by end of 2016. In these two lines,
which have respective market shares of 0.6 and 2.0 percent,
the claims share remained at about half their market shares
of premiums.
Turning to analysis of life insurance business in terms
of the line’s subcategories, protection-only contracts
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accounted for 39 percent of premiums while protectionwith-savings and protection-with-unit-linked-savings
contributed 46 percent and 15 percent. The distribution of
paid claims and settlements likewise signaled a rebalancing in favor of unit-linked contracts versus protectionwith-savings contracts.
The 15 percent growth in the sectors total net investment
income by the end of 2016 was driven by double-digit
growth rates of investment incomes related to life, medical, public liability and ‘other’ insurance. Engineering and
cargo saw drops in investment incomes that were commensurate with their rates of contraction in premiums. At
$102.2 million, net investment income related to life insurance in 2016 accounted for about 75 percent of all investment income in the sector. In terms of subject matters, or
numbers of contracts, year-on-year growth was 9 percent
in medical insurance, 4 percent in motor, 9 percent each
in workmen’s compensation and fire, 7 percent in engineering, 3 percent in cargo, 0 percent in public liability
and -4 percent in ‘other’. Compulsory motor third-party
liability insurance against bodily injury was the leading
business line by number of subject matters at 1.33 million
contracts.
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